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Care and Maintenance
1. Maintain the metal surface of the reflex sight by removing any dirt or sand with a soft
brush so as to avoid scratching the finish.
2. Wipe the lens with a cleaning cloth to keep it clean and dry. In order to avoid scratching
the glass, ensure both the lens and cloth are clean. Do not use finger or finger nail to
touch/clean lens.
3. Store the reflex sight in a cool dry place when not in use. Be careful to avoid contact
with acid, alkaline or corrosive chemicals. Remove batteries from the reflex sight if storing
for a prolonged period of time.
4. Do not attempt to lubricate any part of the reflex sight.
5. Do not disassemble the reflex sight. Any such or similar actions will void the warranty.
CAUTION: Viewing the sun can cause serious eye injury. Never look directly into
the sun with this or any optics.

The Best Never Rest Warranty - Lifetime
Leapers, Inc. warrants that all UTG & UTG PRO products conform to published
specifications and are free from defects in material and workmanship. We will repair or
replace defective products for the duration of the product’s life span. Our dedicated and
professional in-house customer service team will go above and beyond to make things
right and provide the best in-class customer service experience you expect to receive.
Our warranty does not extend to products damaged from misuse, accidental damage,
negligence, natural disasters/accidents, or unauthorized repair or alteration.
For warranty service, please submit your inquiry by visiting our customer service page on
our website at www.leapers.com or give us a call at 734-542-1500. A Return Authorization
Number (RMA) must be assigned before returning any products for warranty service.

3.9" Reflex Sights
SCP-RDM39SDQ
SCP-RDM39CDQ

Battery Installation
1A

1B

The SCP-RDM39SDQ/SCP-RDM39CDQ is
powered by two AG5 batteries.
1. Locate the battery compartment at the rear
of the Reflex Sight underneath the G and R
Illumination Control Pads.
2. Remove the Battery Cap by unscrewing the
Battery Cap counterclockwise with a screwdriver
or coin. (Fig 1A)

3. Insert the two batteries into the battery
compartment with the + side facing up. (Fig 1B)
4. Reinstall the Battery Cap by screwing the
Battery Cap clockwise until tightened.
MIL-STD-1913 Rail Installation
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Different Reflex Sight Reticles
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2A. Single Dot Reticle Size: 4 MOA dot.
2B. Circle Dot Reticle Size: 4 MOA dot, 62 MOA
diameter circle.

1. Loosen the Locking Thumb Nut by turning it
counterclockwise and seat the mounting base
onto the rail of the firearm.
2. Tighten the Locking Thumb Nut manually by
hand at first, then using the Allen Wrench (Fig
3B), further tighten the Locking Thumb Nut until
the Reflex Sight is securely on the rail.

Power On/Off and Brightness Adjustment:
3

Zeroing the Reflex Sight:
4A
4B

Power On/Off
1. Press the R Illumination Control Pad for red
illumination or the G Illumination Control Pad for
green illumination to turn on the Reflex Sight.
2. Press and hold either Illumination Control Pad
for 1 second to turn the Reflex Sight off.
3. The Reflex Sight is equipped with an auto shut
off and will turn off after 1 hour of inactive use.

1. Using a bore sighter is recommended for initial
zeroing.
2. Place target at preferred zero distance.
3. Using a steadying device such as a bipod,
shooting stand, bench rest, etc. turn on the reflex
sight, and if safe to do so, fire a test group at the
center of the target.
4. If the POI (Point of Impact) of the test group is
exactly in the center of the target then the POI is
POA (Point of Aim) and the reflex sight is zeroed.
5. If the POI is not POA, further adjustments
need to be made. Follow the POI directions
found near each adjustment screw and make the
necessary adjustments accordingly to achieve
POI is POA and the reflex sight is zeroed. For
both windage and elevation, the click value is 1
MOA per click @ 100 yards.

Brightness Adjustment
1. To adjust the brightness of the reticle, press
the Illumination Control Pad of the respective
color repeatedly to cycle through its different
brightness settings.
2. The Reflex Sight is equipped with 1-click
Illumination Memory, which allows you to return
to the last brightness setting used.

